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On June 2, Apple announced the pending release of the Health app and corresponding SDK, 

HealthKit at its Worldwide Developer Conference (WWDC). Apple also announced that it is work-

ing with both the Mayo Clinic and Epic to refine their health offering for both clinician workflow and 

patient/consumer engagement. The implications of this announcement could be significant, partic-

ularly for patient generated health data (PGHD), which is a proposed requirement for MU Stage 3.

Background
While never a direct participant in the healthcare market, Apple’s presence is palpable in this sec-

tor since the launch of the iPhone in 2007. At that pivotal launch, Apple had the prescience that the 

healthcare sector could be big and as part of that first demo, showed the popular Epocrates app on 

the iPhone. When the iPad was introduced two years later, once again Apple used a medical app (Air-

Strip) as part of the demo.

The healthcare market has responded in kind. The iPhone and iPad have both seen strong adoption 

by providers and still command a strong adoption lead over competing device OSs. Likewise the HIT 

industry has typically focused their mobile development efforts first on iOS. Epic developed Haiku as 

their iPhone app for physicians to access Epic’s clinical suite. Cerner has released a number of clinical 

iPad apps including PowerChart Touch, its native iPad EHR app. Alere has built most of its device con-

nectivity around the Apple form factor (Wellogic and device interfaces)  and the list goes on.

On the consumer side, there are over 43,000 health apps in Apple’s AppStore. These apps range from 

the inane (find your personal chakras) to more sophisticated apps such as Grays Anatomy and those 
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that support connectivity to a biometric device such as fitbit, glucose monitor, weight scales, etc. iTri-

age (acquired by Aetna) is one app that I have personally used to great success having diagnosed my 

father as having e. coli poisoning and getting him to the ER where it was ultimately confirmed and 

treated. 

Not all Peaches and Cream
Despite all this apparent success, consumer apps and to a certain extent even within medical apps, it 

truly is a free-for-all. IMS Health  did a comprehensive report on the mHealth app market, including 

the AppStore and its offerings.1 Of the 43,000+ apps in AppStore, IMS found nearly 50 percent were 

mischaracterized. Of those that remained, only 25 percent actually captured consumer entered data. 

An exceedingly small percentage was actually linked to a biometric device and of those, less than 50 

related directly to condition management (see Figure 1). 

Granted, there are quite a few apps that 

never see the AppStore that are prescribed 

to patients such as WellDoc’s BlueStar app 

for diabetes management. But that does 

not detract from the one of the most signifi-

cant issues today: With so many apps, most 

meaningless, how is a consumer to chose an 

app and more importantly, how can a physi-

cian recommend an app that is trusted and 

has shown efficacy?

Happtique was one effort to address this is-

sue. A spin-out from the Greater New York 

Hospital Association, Happtique was to cre-

ate a formulary for vetted apps that met a 

number of critical physician requirements 

including efficacy, privacy and legal issues 

that would lead to a physician or HCO to 

confidently recommend the app. Happtique 

never made it past the conceptual stage. 

IMS Health has recently stepped in where Happtique left off to address this market need with their 

AppScripts platform. Cigna has also moved in with a direct-to-consumer curation effort called GoYou 

Cigna Marketplace, which was created in partnership with SocialWellth.

Figure 1: Current “Health” Apps in Apple’s AppStore

1. IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics, Patient Apps for Improved Healthcare, from Novelty to Mainstream, October 2013
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There is also the issue of interoperability across apps. Today, it is extremely difficult to aggregate data 

from various apps one may be using to get a holistic view of their health. A number of start-ups have 

jumped in to address this failing, with Validic being one of the leaders in this space, providing a cloud-

based aggregator for enterprises (HCOs, payers, pharma, etc.). Aetna has also attempted to address 

the interoperability issue with the release of CarePass in mid-2013.

Apple’s Move Last Week
While it was widely rumored that Apple was going to make an announcement at WWDC this year re-

garding health apps, most thought it would be a joint hardware/software play with the hardware be-

ing the iWatch. Instead, Apple focused on the software side of the equation releasing the app Health 

and an SDK called HealthKit.

In the two-hour, high level presentation at the opening of WWDC, a mere three minutes was devoted 

to the announcement of the Health app and HealthKit. Within those brief three minutes that Apple 

SVP Craig Federighi presented these two new offerings, the following thin details were announced 

for the Health app:

• Health is a new app that Apple will provide as part of its iOS 8 release scheduled for 

this fall.

• Somewhat like Apple’s existing Passport app, Health will allow a user to aggregate a 

number of key health tracking measures (e.g., biometric sensor data) in one spot. 

Figure 2: Screenshots of New Apple Health App          
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• Health app allows you to choose what measures you may wish to share across apps, for 

example track nutrition and fitness together. This data may also be shared with others, 

say your coach or your doctor.

• Health app will allow you to have other information stored, including lab results and 

medication lists. 

• App allows one to create a medical emergency ID card that can be viewed by an emer-

gency responder with screen locked.

Even less was said about the actual SDK, HealthKit, other than it is designed to allow those third 

party apps built with HealthKit to be able to have common data structures for data management 

and sharing, including privacy control. This will free-up developers’ time to focus on higher level app 

needs such as features and UI rather than foundational data management

In conversations we have had with several companies after the announcement who have each dug 

into the SDK we have further learned that the data model for HealthKit is clearly targeted towards 

collecting sensor data from apps tethered to devices. Apparently, it currently supports about 60 dif-

ferent measures for example glucose, distance, BP, heart rate, weight, sleep, inhaler, etc. 

Conversely, however, the data model is not that robust for supporting a patient’s complete health re-

cord. For example, we have been told that the lab results data model is fairly limited. Therefore, it may 

be difficult, if not impossible, for a consumer to say get a Blue Button download of their health record 

and upload to their Health App – at least not in this first version. It is also unclear as to how data may 

populate these various fields outside of sensor data. Will the consumer be entering their med lists or 

will there be some automated publish/subscribe process with a patient portal?

Apple did state in those three short minutes that it is working with Epic on how data may flow from 

say a patient’s MyChart to the Health app or how Health app data may flow back into a patient’s 

record within a physician’s workflow. This may be another proving ground for the concept of PGHD 

being pulled into an EHR. Apple also announced that it is partnering with the Mayo Clinic to look into 

how physician-patient interaction may occur via information flowing from a device into the Health 

app and alerting a physician if a given parameter falls out of range.

Future Implications
At first glance, Apple’s foray is not that much different than other big brand software companies who 

have tried to make a play in healthcare, especially consumer/patient facing initiatives. Google Health 

flamed out after a few short years despite much hype and a blue ribbon advisory board that includ-

ed such HIT luminaries as John Halamka. Microsoft’s own initiative, HealthVault was similarly an-

nounced with much fanfare including ringing endorsements from the likes of the Cleveland and Mayo 

Clinics. But since that time HealthVault has slowly faded from view and appears to be on life-support. 
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More recently, early reviews have widely panned Samsung’s much hyped sHealth platform citing in-

consistent UI and buggy functionality. Concurrently, Samsung’s mHealth efforts seem more attuned 

to investing in start-ups (Glooko, CareinSync) than actually building out a platform for developers. 

So is Apple’s initiative also destined to the dustbin of failed attempts at patient/consumer engage-

ment? Our analysis says no for several reasons. 

First off, the scope of Apple’s initiative is actually fairly limited at this time. Apple is not out to solve all 

the issues of mHealth apps, but focus on one critical need: an ability to provide the consumer/patient 

an aggregated view of their health, including self-entered and biometric data, in one app. HealthKit 

the SDK will enable developers to build apps with this goal in mind. 

Second is timing. Both Google Health and HealthVault were released at a time when frankly there 

was very little patient data to populate these systems nor were patients/consumers very interest-

ed in these offerings for they were nothing more than digital filing cabinets. Nearly everything was 

manual entry and neither of them made the data within a consumer’s account actionable. Providers 

were also not terribly interested in these offerings for there was no over-arching incentive to sup-

port consumers’ desires to first have full access to their records and secondly use these records in the 

context of care. 

Fast-forward to 2014. We now have a market rapidly moving to value-based reimbursement (VBR) 

and the need to enable population health management (PHM) strategies. Patient engagement and 

remote patient monitoring are both of high interest to HCOs. While most HCOs have struggled with 

the issues of data aggregation and presentation of PGHD within clinical workflows, some early mov-

ers such as Joslin Diabetes Center and PracticeFusion are leading some promising pilots. Apple’s fu-

ture work with Epic and others in the industry could also be pivotal to addressing this problem. 

Third, the market is awash with small, often elegant, relatively low-cost, biometric devices for the 

engaged consumer (e.g., Agametrix, Misfit, Qardio). The market has also moved from the “Quantified-

self geeks” to more mainstream adoption. Continued advances in low-power sensor technology as 

well as passive sensing, such as that developed by Ginger.io, will lead to far greater capabilities to 

monitor patients at risk - a key area of interest for numerous stakeholders including providers, payers 

and employers. 

Fourth, there is strong likelihood that Stage 3 MU will require HCOs to accept PGHD directly into a 

patient’s health record. Apple already has a dominating presence in the healthcare sector among pro-

viders. Health app and HealthKit could go a long way to assist providers in addressing this require-

ment without Apple having to get directly involved. If HealthKit works as advertised, developers will 

be building user-friendly apps with seamless, Apple-based data standards that support consistent 
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data transmission capabilities. Couple in Apple’s iCloud for health data storage and viola, Apple has a 

perfect play without needing FDA clearance. A win-win for all parties, including the consumer.

Challenges Remain
While we believe that Apple’s announcement truly has some legs to it, it is not without its fair share 

of challenges including:

• Apple may be dominant among providers, but not the broader populace. Android is 

the leading mobile OS in the US so what will providers do with the majority of their 

patients who are not using an Apple product?

• It is not a foregone conclusion that Apple has the EHR interoperability issue figured 

out. Yes, working with Epic, Cerner and others will help, but this does not automati-

cally equate into an out-of-box solution. 

• How will a consumer extract their data from one’s health record at an HCO to pop-

ulate their Health app? Will developers using HealthKit enable the consumer to use 

something like VDT or Blue Button to have their Health app pre-populated with such 

things as recent labs, med lists, etc., all of which are shown on Health app screenshots? 

Will there be an app that has publish/subscribe features with a patient portal to keep 

one’s Health app current?

How Apple and its army of developers respond to these challenges remains to be seen. It is not that 

they are insurmountable, but if it is one thing we have learned from those that have made this journey 

before, healthcare is fraught with challenges that will bring even the biggest players to their knees.

Final Line
Expect apps developed with HealthKit to hit the market upon the release of iOS 8 later this year. If 

you are even remotely involved in patient engagement, biometric devices for remote monitoring and/

or PHM, this may become one of the most pivotal announcements in 2014. 

Note: Manhattan Research just released results of their annual survey that found over 30% of providers are now 
recommending apps to their patients. Is this the tipping point?
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